Non-histone chromatin proteins that recognize specific sequences of DNA.
Numerous chromatographic procedures have recently been developed to purify to near homogeneity various eukaryotic non-histone chromatin proteins that recognize and bind to specific sequences of DNA. In this brief review we have discussed a number of these different methods that we feel are important and probably represent the starting points for much of the future research work in this area. We view this coverage as being only an introduction, however, and strongly recommend that the reader consult the original papers for details of methods and protocols. We, nevertheless, hope that the information presented here will be of some assistance to those researchers and students who wish to become acquainted with the latest developments in this rapidly advancing field of chromatography. Although it is evident from what has been presented that the purification of each DNA sequence-specific non-histone chromatin protein initially starts with common or classical isolation and fractionation procedures, the final (and often crucial) steps of enrichment and purification often involve distinctive or unique procedures for each individual protein of interest. In many cases these final steps involve new techniques such as DNA sequence-specific bioaffinity and photoaffinity chromatography which not only ensure the isolation of specific protein species from complex mixtures but also result in a tremendous enrichment for nuclear proteins that are often present in the nucleus in extremely low concentrations. Furthermore, the entire process of protein purification has been remarkedly facilitated with the advent of high-performance liquid chromatographic and fast protein liquid chromatographic techniques which now allow for the very rapid separation and purification of proteins in a matter of minutes from mixtures that in the recent past would have required hours or days to purify. Thus, separation and purification techniques are now available that set the stage for the rapid isolation of rare, DNA sequence-specific, NHC nuclear proteins from almost any cellular source. It is therefore reasonable to anticipate that in the near future there will be major advances made in our understanding of the specific nuclear proteins that regulate gene expression in eukaryotic cells.